DAYMARK AZURE
DATA PROTECTION
SOLUTIONS

IT organizations across all industries recognize the
importance for reliable and secure backup and
recovery for today’s mission-critical data. For nearly
20 years, Daymark Professional Services has been

Our Cloud Partners
Daymark works with many of the industry leaders in
the backup and replication space, all of whom provide
seamless integration with Azure and other public clouds.

protecting organizations’ business-critical data ensuring
accessibility, compliance, and fast and full recovery in
the event something goes wrong.

Reliable Cloud Data Backup and
Recovery
The Microsoft Azure cloud, together with many of the
industry’s top backup/replication solutions, provide
Daymark clients with highly optimized, efficient, and
cost-effective data protection in the cloud.
Daymark is a Microsoft Tier 1 Cloud Service Provider
offering professional, managed and support services for
Azure. We have multiple Microsoft data center and cloud
competencies that enable us to deliver the most robust
cloud and hybrid solutions for customers of all sizes.
By leveraging our deep expertise in Azure, together
with our many years of data center backup and recovery
experience, our clients consistently reduce their
maintenance and management costs year-over-year
while improving data management capabilities, cost
efficiencies, and enterprise level data protection.

Key reasons to work with Daymark
Professional Services
• Over 700 complex IT deployments
• Microsoft Tier 1 Cloud Service Provider
• Microsoft Gold Competency in Cloud Platform
• 5 Silver Competencies including Datacenter and
Cloud Platform
• Member of the elite Microsoft Managed Partner
Program
• 24/7 locally staffed Network Operations Center
• Direct access to Microsoft support resources
• Rapid provisioning of new customer tenants and
subscriptions on Azure
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Azure Backup and Disaster Recovery Solutions
Partnering with Daymark as your Microsoft Cloud Service Provider enables
you to leverage the agility, scalability and cost benefits of the cloud, supported
by Daymark and Microsoft’s extensive service capabilities. We can provide a
comprehensive suite of cloud-based backup and disaster recovery (DR) options
that replace or augment your existing on-premises or off-site backup solution.

Key Components of Cloud Backup and Disaster Recovery
Solutions
Together with our industry partners that support Azure, Daymark Professional
Services can architect a customized solution by offering a wide-range of industryleading solutions for a complete business continuity and disaster recovery (BCDR)
strategy that delivers the following benefits:
• Disaster recovery in the cloud—Replicate workloads running on VMs and
physical servers to Azure, eliminating the cost and complexity of maintaining a
secondary data center
• Flexible replication for hybrid environments—Replicate any workload
running on supported on-premises Hyper-V VMs, VMware VMs, and Windows/
Linux physical servers
• Migration—Migrate on-premises AWS instances to Azure VMs or migrate Azure
VMs between Azure regions
• Simplified BCDR—Deploy replication from a single location in the Azure portal
and run simple failovers and failback of single and multiple machines
• Resilience— Orchestrate replication and failover without intercepting
application data. Replicated data is stored in Azure storage, providing different
levels of resiliency based on options during creation of the storage account.

Contact Us
Protecting data is complex. Learn how we can tackle your data protection
challenges and architect a cost-effective solution in the cloud that simplifies
managing backups and guarantees data is secure, compliant, and easily
recoverable. Click here to contact Daymark.
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